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Add life to rubber tracks

MVP stripes fields

Futura
Coatings has developed
TrackFlex 8903, a sprayable finish for
rubber running tracks. It restores texture to worn tracks, and is extremely
color stable.
A standard 400-m, 4- to 6-lane track
can be sprayed within a few days. After

MVP aerosol field-marking
paint
from Pioneer provides a fast, economical
choice for striping athletic playing fields.
The 24-oz. cans hold 22% more paint
than ordinary spray cans, so fewer
changes are needed to stripe a field.
MVP contains
Optiwite
optical

J.R. Simplot introduces SuperTurf,
a controlled-release fertilizer designed
to last up to three months. SuperTurf
combines Turf Supreme, of the BEST
line, with POLYON polymer and
TriKote polymer/sulfur-coated urea prills
to create a predictable and long-lasting,

a short strengthening time, the track is
ready for re-striping and general use.
TrackFlex is environmentally safe; it is
78% solids by volume and contains no
volatile organic content.

brighteners for bright white lines under
natural light or stadium floodlights.
MVP comes ready to use, dries quickly,
won't wash away in the rain, and is
guaranteed not to harm grass.

55% controlled-release, 25-5-5 product.
SuperTurf's tough, crack-resistant
membrane is not affected by soil pH,
microbes or moisture - only soil temperature.

Lasting fertilizer
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One pass aerating

and clean-up!

With Goossen'snew

~rsa- vac Aerator ~4ttachment

Turf can now be aerated and cores harvested in just one pass.
With one single pass, Goossen's 50-inch aerator attachment
penetrates the soil with
hydraulically controlled
pressure followed by a 70inch counter-rotating steel
flail rake that pulverizes
the cores allowing the
thatch to be lifted into the
trailer while the soil isleft
behind as a fine top dressing. Immediate pick-up of cores eliminates the smashing that
occurs when the cores are driven over by other methods used
for harvesting. A finishing roller smooths the turf w here the
cores were extracted. The rake has steel knives or ru bber fingers
which are interchangeable depending upon the type ofsoil
being treated.
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